
 

 

Prague, Czech Republic invites you to attend a 5-Day Easter DP Workshop 
 
Matthew Huish 
March 27, 2019 
 
We are happy to invite you to 5-day Easter DP WS, which is being organised in Prague, Czech Republic. 
PDF invitation is attached. 
 
The main lecturer is Mr. Dale Rose. Lectures on DP or life of faith will be also given by EUME WT 
department director Martine Masner, Czech Vice-NL Martin Slezak and Czech WT leader Cvetko 
Pejkofski. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE WS AND WHO CAN COME: 
 
Young people and students 16-30 years old, who wish to deepen their relationship with Heavenly Parent 
and True Parents as well as their understanding of Divine Principle. Guests should already have some 
basic knowledge of the Principle (e.g. attended 1-day DP WS before). 
 
All lectures will be given in English and there will be translation into Czech and possibly German 
language. Rather than theoretical knowledge, the WS is focused on Principle reflected in our daily life 
and how to consciously apply it in concrete situations etc. 
 
PRICE: € 60 (includes food, accommodation, lectures) 
 
WHAT TO TAKE WITH YOU: 
 

a DP "black" book 
notebook 
sleeping bag 
personal things (towel etc) 
slippers 
possibly some pocket money (sightseeing in beautiful Prague is included in the program) 

 
APPLICATION: Please register by April 10th: application. 
 
CONTACT: kacirkova.eva@ gmail,com or 00420777902821. 
 
We are looking forward to hearing from you! 
 
Eva Pejkofski 
NL Czech Republic 
+420 777 902 821 
 
kacirkova.eva@ gmail,com 
www,federacerodin,cz 
www,w-carp,cz 



 

 

 



LET'S EXPERIENCE GOD'S HEART
5-DAY WORKSHOP IN PRAGUE

* Required

Email address *

Your email

First Name *

Your answer

Last Name *

Your answer

Birthday *

Date

Nation *

Your answer

Arrival
Please write down your day of arrival, time and place. (If you come by bus, book it until Florenc
station)

Your answer

 



Yes

No

Thank you for taking time to register!! See you in Prague 18th
of April!!

Departure
Please write down your day of departure, time and place.

Your answer

Are you staying the whole 5 days? *

If no, please precise the day of participation:

Your answer

Do you have a special diet?
Let us know what we need to be careful about, so you can enjoy your workshop at it's fullest!

Your answer

Any more comments?

Your answer
 




